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Abstract

We develop a general model to explain hospitals’ coding practices, that encom-

passes some of the major mechanisms advanced in the literature and propose a new

channel that moderates the role of financial incentives in driving upcoding practices.

We then derive testable implications and leverage aggregate Medicare Part A claims

data from past decade (2012-2019) to explore which of these mechanisms best explains

hospitals’ admissions and billing behavior in this recent period. We also develop a

novel empirical strategy based on a random sample of audits that further helps us

distinguish among the alternative mechanisms. This idea, of using audits data to sort

out competing hypotheses in settings with potentially inappropriate but hidden actions

has broader appeal, and could be applied in other contexts. Using the evidence from

both aggregate claims and audit microdata we conclude that hospital decision-makers

do engage in upcoding practices, but also seem to enjoy some utility from engaging

in partially-compliant behavior. In particular, their demand for compliance is subject

to substitution and income effects arising from changes in reimbursement, with the

income effect likely being dominant during our study period.
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1 Introduction

Medicare, on average, processes 4.5 million claims and makes $1 billion in payments every

day.1 Given the increasing healthcare expenditure and a growing beneficiary population, it

is important to protect the integrity of the Medicare program. Hospitals inpatient care is

the largest contributor to Medicare expenditure and therefore, it is important to examine

the prevalence of improper payments.2 A strand of literature has been devoted to exploring

to what extent hospitals engage in inappropriate billing practices and what are the mech-

anisms underlying their behavior. Prior studies found mixed evidence of improper billing

and provided different explanations. We revisit this topic by proposing a general model that

characterizes hospital coding decisions and seek to identify the most prevalent mechanism

by combining the analysis from the aggregate claims and more novel data from a random

sample of audits.

The primary source for hospital revenue comes from the provision of inpatient care, where

hospitals consider what services are provided to treat the patient. The practice by which a

hospital seeks to enhance its revenue by coding services at a level higher than it is medically

justified, is known as upcoding. Hospitals that are found to engage in these activities may

undergo financial and other consequences. In this paper, we explore the prevalence of these

activities and the various incentives behind them.

We construct a model where hospital decision makers must decide on admission and cod-

ing assignment, following the theoretical framework by McGuire and Pauly (1991); Gruber

and Owings (1996). These models encompass profit maximization as a special case, but in

general allow the utility function of decision-makers to play a role. While these models are

typically used to model the behavior of individual physicians, we argue that it is worthwhile

to consider similar ideas in the context of understanding how hospitals make decisions, as-

suming hospital administrators and clinical staff share a common goal. In particular, we

propose a model in which the hospital’s key decision-makers aim to maximize a utility func-

tion that depends positively on consumption and negatively on the level of non-compliance

associated with their improper admissions and billing practices. Consumption is funded by

(legitimate and improper) profit generated from treating patients, and the utility from com-

pliance arises from the satisfaction of an “internal conscience” as in the work of McGuire and

Pauly (1991) and Gruber and Owings (1996). In this model compliance can arise through

1See https://www.aarp.org/money/scams-fraud/info-2016/federal-strategy-to-fight-medic

are-fraud.html.
2The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services define improper payments as “any payment that should

not have been made or that was made in an incorrect amount (including over-payments and under-payments)”
(CERT Program, 2016).
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two channels. First, compliance could be an optimal profit-maximizing decision that gen-

erates higher profits, after accounting for the financial expected costs associated with the

inappropriate behavior being detected. But it could also arise simply from decision maker’s

utility from doing the “right thing” even when at the expense of extra ill-begotten profits.

To our knowledge this feature is novel in the hospital upcoding literature. It resembles the

concept of “tax morale” in the tax compliance literature (e.g. Luttmer and Singhal (2014)).3

Starting from this general model, we then develop four special cases that feature each

of the mechanisms that could underlie hospital coding behavior and derive testable impli-

cations regarding the level of inappropriate admissions and coding as financial incentives

vary. First, inspired by the seminal work by Dafny (2005), we introduce a model where

the financial incentive is the predominant factor in the utility function (without considering

compliance in the utility function). We allow hospitals to a) admit patients unnecessarily

and b) upcode rightly admitted patients into a higher billing tier than warranted by their

medical condition. This model predicts no effect on total admissions and more top bill coding

as the reimbursement rate for the top bill code increases. Then, in line with the empirical

evidence from Sacarny (2018), we incorporate stricter coding requirements into this model

and discuss how admission and coding intensity respond to the increasing reimbursements

for sicker patients that are tied-in with more stringent documentation requirements for top

tier billing justification.

Next, we present a model specialization where both financial incentives and compliance

play a role in the payoff. Similar to the model in Gruber and Owings (1996), there is a

substitution effect and an income effect. The substitution effect captures the finding in prior

studies that hospitals tend to upcode more when the revenue from it gets higher, because

compliance becomes more “expensive.” In contrast, if the income effect is the primary force,

hospital decision-makers tend to engage in fewer inappropriate activities such as admitting

unnecessary patients or upcoding patients, because they can “afford” to be more compliant.

The ultimate effect of a change in reimbursement rate depends on the interplay between the

substitution and income effects.

Finally, we consider a class of models where changes in treatment technology or care-

management approaches could drive changes in admission and coding decisions and reim-

bursement rates even if hospitals do not consider financial incentives in their decisions. For

example, if treatment for a complex medical condition becomes less invasive leading to less

costly, shorter hospital stays, it would be possible to observe more admissions (as patients

who would otherwise stay out of hospitals with their condition managed with medications

now show greater demand for the hospital treatment) and lower reimbursements (as the new

3We thank John Friedman for bringing to our attention the connection across the two literatures.
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treatment takes up less hospital input). In other words, hospitals can treat more patients

and do so in a more efficient manner by applying advanced treatment technology. As fewer

resources are required to care for patients with the same condition, the reimbursement rates

set by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) could also get lower.4 In

this environment, technological changes will simultaneously increase the usage of hospital

services in some DRGs and decreases in the reimbursement rates for those DRGs. The ob-

servable implication is that the number of admitted and top-coded patients with a certain

condition is negatively correlated with the change in the weight for the top bill code of those

conditions.

We explore these mechanisms by examining the testable implications in both the ag-

gregate Medicare Part A inpatient prospective payment system (IPPS) claims data and

a random sample of audit data during 2012 – 2019. Understanding which is the prevail-

ing mechanism provides potentially important implications for hospital payment policy and

other initiatives designed to curb down improper billing. For instance, if revenue enhancing

is the predominant incentive that leads hospitals to engaging in upcoding, greater fraud

enforcement might be needed to deter such activities. However, if coding behavior responds

to the increasing coding requirements to a greater extent, policymakers might consider of-

fering healthcare providers more instructive guidance, or even rewarding providers’ efforts

in producing accurate documentation. Alternatively, if a dominant income effect from the

compliance utility model is the primary mechanism, policymakers might consider reinforcing

the legal consequences from proper/improper billing (that could make compliance play a

more important role in hospitals’ decision-making) and ensure adequate compensation for

treating patients (so hospitals are less likely to substitute improper billing practices for le-

gitimate behavior). Finally, if technological changes constitute the main driver explaining

the volume of hospitals’ admissions in certain DRGs and into the top tier within DRGs,

minimum government intervention is likely to be sufficient.

In the empirical analysis, we first exploit the longitudinal nature of the data to estimate

fixed effect models using aggregate claims from Medicare Part A. By using fixed effects we

rely on more convincing variation in reimbursements within a given DRG over time, relative

to what could be done in a purely cross-sectional approach. We find that fewer admissions

are reported with the top bill code as the reimbursement rate for this code goes up. While

this could be interpreted as inconsistent with a model where financial incentives lead to

improper admissions, our general model shows that the financial incentives model can still

4An important reason for the annual review of the weights of diagnostic related group (DRG) is to ensure
the reimbursement rate for treatment of patients admitted under various DRGs reflects the right amount of
resource usage to treat a patient with a particular diagnosis in the hospital.
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be valid, when augmented with either compliance utility or an assumption that increases in

reimbursement are tied-in with stricter coding and documentation requirements. Then we

examine the effect on another outcome—total admissions within a base DRG—and also find

a negative effect on this outcome in response to increases in the corresponding top DRG

weight. This finding seems less consistent with the predictions from the financial incentive

model augmented by a data generating process assumption that increases in reimbursement

tend to be tied in with stricter coding requirements. On the other hand, we show that

a financial incentives model that is supplemented with a compliant utility feature remains

consistent with the two lines of evidence. The evidence up to this point is also consistent with

the models of fully compliant behavior where the negative effects from reimbursement on

admissions within a particular DRG are driven by technological changes that simultaneously

affect both the treatment cost (and thus reimbursement) for a particular condition and the

patient volume with that condition.

The results based on the aggregate claims data then leave us with two specialized mod-

els: the one accounting for compliance utility and the one emphasizing changes in treatment

technology. A common route at this point would be to look for instruments or other ex-

ogenous sources of variation in reimbursement to subject the models that ignore financial

incentives and assume full compliance to a more stringent test. This approach would remove

the technologically-driven endogeneity from our testable implications. An alternative that

we pursue is to rely on the different implications these two alternative models have when ex-

amining a random sample of audits that regulators use to investigate upcoding. The key idea

is that if our tests from aggregate Medicare claims are fully driven by hospital-technology

endogeneity of reimbursements, we should not see changes in audit detections of upcoding

cases as reimbursement changes over time within a DRG.

We distinguish these two models using a random sample of audits coming from the

Comprehensive Error Rate Testing (CERT) program, one of the auditing strategies adopted

by CMS. The CERT program is unique and distinct from other national audit programs,

as its review process is based on a random sample of Medicare Parts A and B claims. To

the extent that even during an audit detection is not perfect, its results can provide a lower

bound for the prevalence of Medicare improper billing. Moreover, we base our analysis on

audit outcomes that clearly distinguish improper from proper billing by audit reviewers,

enabling us to identify the key mechanism driving our results.

We define upcoding-related errors from the CERT data and estimate the effect of fi-

nancial incentives on the probability of observing these errors using a similar fixed effects

specification. We find that the probability of claims being flagged with errors associated

with upcoding is lower when DRGs are subject to higher reimbursement rates, suggesting
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that the specialized model that focuses on technology changes is not the primary mecha-

nism. Instead, these findings support the mechanism where financial incentives matter but

they are modulated by a demand for compliant behavior which is itself driven by a strong

income effect in the compliance utility model. Taken together, the findings in the aggregate

claims data and the random sample of audit data suggest that the financial incentives model

augmented with compliance utility and a strong income effect in hospital decision makers’

demand for compliant practices seems to explain billing coding patterns during the period

covered in this study.

Related literature. Upcoding and related practices that seek to improperly increase

revenue for healthcare providers and/or private health insurers have been analyzed for dif-

ferent segments of the U.S health care system. For example Geruso and Layton (2020) focus

on upcoding in the Medicare Advantage program, Fang and Gong (2017) explore physician

over-billing in Medicare Part B, and Finkelstein et al. (2017) explore potential issues with

the risk adjustment system in the Affordable Care Act exchanges where there might be dif-

ferential coding intensity across providers in different regions. We focus on the subset of this

literature that examines the appropriateness of hospitals’ coding practices in the Medicare

Part A program following the seminal work of Dafny (2005).5

Following Dafny (2005), a growing literature in economics explores how hospitals respond

to price changes. Dafny (2005) found substantial upcoding but no increase in medical ad-

missions for conditions that underwent large increases in reimbursement as a result of a

1988 payment reform. Silverman and Skinner (2004) further examined hospital upcoding

behavior by ownership and found that for-profit hospitals experienced the largest increase

in patients assigned to the most lucrative DRG for pneumonia and respiratory infections.

A more recent paper by Cook and Averett (2020) used HCUP data from 2005 to 2010 and

found that at least 3% of reimbursement could be attributable to upcoding, exploiting the

2007 re-structuring of the DRG payment system. These findings have been influential and

along with other evidence, have triggered policy responses aimed at curbing the extent of

upcoding. We contribute to this literature by exploring data from the 2010s after these

reforms have been implemented. In addition, a novel feature of our work is the use of data

from random audits, which are used by CMS to monitor the prevalence of upcoding and

other improper payments in the Medicare program. Because we use a more recent time

period and our methodology differs, our work builds on this previous literature but does

5Note that upcoding by hospitals in Part A, which we focus on, operates primarily through selection of
more profitable DRG codes during the inpatient admission. As discussed in detail in Geruso and Layton
(2020), upcoding in the Medicare Advantage program operates in a completely different way, with insur-
ers looking for ways to increase patients’ risk scores in legal (and perhaps illegal) ways to obtain higher
capitations.
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aim to re-litigate its findings, that showcase the importance of upcoding under the more

lax regulatory environment prevalent in previous decades, since the inception of the DRG

payment system until 2010.

Our paper also complements the literature that investigates how healthcare providers

respond to regulators’ non-financial policy changes, such as stricter requirements for docu-

menting care provision and increasing monitoring and detection of fraud and abuse. Sacarny

(2018) has found that, after a payment reform in 2007, hospitals could have increased rev-

enues by specifying a patient’s heart failure condition but only capture about half of them

due to substantial institution-level frictions. Shi (2021) finds that monitoring healthcare

providers has reduced the rendering of unnecessary care but also imposed a large amount

of compliance costs; in response, providers adopt new information technology to identify

potentially medical unnecessary care. Leder-Luis (2020) and Howard and McCarthy (2021)

have found significant deterrence effects of anti-fraud and abuse enforcement under the False

Claims Act. Based on these findings, we study how hospitals perform coding decisions given

policy-makers’ oversight and fraud-detection efforts.

Finally, our paper contributes to the literature on healthcare providers’ decision-making

about the provision of care. A strand of this literature specifically studied the physicians’ de-

cision to induce demand for their services (Dranove, 1988; McGuire and Pauly, 1991; Gruber

and Owings, 1996). We build on these “inducement” models by introducing a preference for

compliance into a hospital decision-maker’s payoff. Key players in hospitals’ decision-making,

whether clinicians or administrators, are likely to care about this “internal conscience” to

some extent. Starting from this general model, we are able to develop specialized models

that feature specific mechanisms that have been advanced in the literature and motivate the

empirical analysis.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the institutional back-

ground. Section 3 discusses the general model and the various specializations that feature

specific mechanisms. In this section we also derive testable implications that can be taken

to the aggregate claims data. Section 4 describes the datasets and reports summary statis-

tics. Section 5 presents the empirical strategy that is used to test the implications from the

various models along with results based on the aggregate data for Medicare Part A IPPS

claims. Section 6 derives the testable implications for different mechanisms based on the

CERT data. Section 7 discusses the empirical analysis based on the CERT data. The last

section concludes.
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2 Background

2.1 Medicapre Part A IPPS

Medicare pays each inpatient admission based on a flat rate payment system, called the

inpatient prospective payment system (IPPS). The payment for each inpatient admission

depends on the assigned DRG, which is determined according to the patient’s primary di-

agnosis/procedure, additional diagnoses/procedures, and discharge status. Each DRG is

associated with a weight that is set by CMS, representing the average resources required to

care for Medicare patients in that particular DRG. The flat rate paid for each admission is

equal to the DRG weight multiplied by a base rate that depends on an area cost factor to

account for geographic heterogeneity in the cost of hospital inputs.

Typically, an admission is first assigned to a base DRG, based on the patient’s primary

diagnosis or primary procedure. Then, the admission is categorized into an exact DRG,

depending on the presence/absence of complicating conditions (CCs) or major CCs (MCCs).

A base DRG could include one to three associated DRGs. For instance, DRGs 88 – 90 are

“concussion w/ MCC,” “concussion w/ CC,” and “concussion w/o CC/MCC,” respectively,

all belonging to the same base DRG. We call each DRG within a base DRG a tier, a level, or

a severity subclass interchangeably, and specifically refer to the most severe DRG as the top

bill code. CMS publish a list of CCs and MCCs such that, whenever a patient is coded with

a secondary diagnosis from that list, s/he will qualify for a more severe DRG. The one with

more complications implies a higher severity level and results in greater reimbursements,

but it also imposes stricter requirements on the justifying documentation that needs to be

submitted with the claim.

The DRG-based IPPS was first established in 1983 and undergoes an annual review of

its DRG classification and adjustment to the DRG weights. The periodic recalculation of

DRG weights aims to capture the changes (increases or decreases) in the necessary use of

resources and inputs, which might arise from the presence of new treatments/technology,

improved efficiency in care management, and any other factors that will affect the resources

needed to care for the patients.6 A significant payment reform to IPPS occurred in October

2007, in which CMS reclassified some of the DRGs, revised the CC/MCC list, and adjusted

DRG weights, with the goal to better align payments with the resources used by hospitals.

One of the most dramatic outcomes from this reform was that the percentage of patients

who qualified for a DRG with (at least) CCs dropped from 77.7% (based on the pre-reform

6See https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Medicare-Fee-for-Service-Payment/AcuteInpatientPPS/

MS-DRG-Classifications-and-Software.
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criteria) to 40.3% (based on the post-reform criteria).7 Recently, CMS again suggested

severity-level changes in the proposed rule for IPPS in Fiscal Year (FY) 2020, with the

majority of adjustments downgrading MCCs to CCs or CCs to non-CCs.8 All of these

efforts reflect a consistent CMS goal to offer adequate compensation for treating ill patients

while maintaining the accuracy of Medicare billing.

2.2 Coding hospitalized patients and CERT Audits

Upon admission, all the clinical information on treating a patient will be recorded in the

patient chart. A patient chart includes an admission note, a patient progress note, and a

discharge summary that provides a brief synopsis of the patient’s stay and disposition. Cod-

ing refers to the process of translating the information on patients’ charts into standardized,

billable codes that healthcare providers submit to insurance companies for payments. It is

mainly done by coders.9 After verifying the substantiation of each billed code, a coder enters

the codes and other information into grouper software, which generates the appropriate DRG

for billing purposes. Upcoding usually reflects preferential selection of codes with higher re-

imbursement rates. In some cases upcoded claims might be submitted without sufficient

documentation. Either because the documentation does not exist or when it does, it would

facilitate the upcoding determination by auditors. Alternatively, claims might be submitted

with complete documentation that actually shows, that the higher code was inappropriate.

CMS have adopted multiple audit strategies to ensure the accuracy of Medicare payments,

including the Comprehensive Error Rate Testing (CERT) program, the Recovery Audit

Program, Medicare Administrative Contractors, Supplemental Medical Review Contractors,

and the Zone Program Integrity Contractor audits. The following are the processes that

could result in upcoding and thus be scrutinized by auditors: (1) selecting a base DRG with a

higher weight than justified, (2) coding a CC or MCC modifying the base diagnosis that is not

present/not sufficiently documented, (3) coding selected diagnoses as present on admission

when they were not, and (4) unbundling services/procedures that are bundled under a single

DRG. There is no immediate penalty involved in CERT in case of an determination of

improper payments, but hospitals are subject to other consequences such as reputation loss,

and the potentially higher probability of getting audits in the future.10

7See Office of the Federal Register and National Archives and Records Service (2007), p. 47,153 – 47,154.
8See https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/05/03/2019-08330/medicare-program

-hospital-inpatient-prospective-payment-systems-for-acute-care-hospitals-and-the.
9While it is the coders who are mainly responsible for coding, the success of coding also requires efforts

from clinicians (who document the care provided) and administrators (who oversee and coordinate the entire
process).

10Other audit programs, such as the Recovery Audit Program, may prioritize reviewing claims flagged by
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The CERT program is unique and distinct from other programs because it is the only one

that reviews claims based on a random sample. The results provide a reasonable estimate of

the overall prevalence of improper bills in Medicare, and thus, CMS rely on the results from

CERT to identify program vulnerabilities and also use them as guidance to improve reim-

bursement mechanisms and related policies. To the extent that auditors fail to detect some

of the upcoding that hospitals engage in (even when those cases are randomly selected for

audit) the estimates from CERT provide a lower bound for the true prevalence of upcoding.

The CERT program randomly select approximately 50,000 Medicare Parts A and B

claims for review, following a stratification strategy.11 For each claim selected for review, the

CERT contractors send a request to providers for all related documents. If the documentation

is available, providers have incentives to respond as failure to submit these documents could

lead to CMS recouping the Medicare payments for that claim.

CERT auditors evaluate all supporting documentation before making a determination.

Claims that are found with improper billing will be categorized into one of the following

payment error types: medical necessity, no documentation, insufficient documentation, in-

correct coding and others.12 We group the last four error types together and refer to them

as upcoding-related errors in our analysis based on the CERT data, as each of them most

likely reflects upcoding in one way or another. Medical necessity emphasizes the level of

services billed meeting the medical needs according to Medicare coverage guidelines, but it

is mainly related to where the services should be performed—in the ambulatory setting or

hospitals—in the context of hospitalization care (CERT Program, 2013). The other four

errors involve inaccurate coding for inpatient services or inadequate justification due to the

lack of documentation, but the service considered was provided in the right setting.

3 Theoretical Framework

In this section, we first describe a model that characterizes hospital decisions on admission

and tier coding assignment. We then discuss four specialized mechanisms that generate

different predictions on the admission and coding behavior. Note that our main focus is on

the implications on coding behavior, but we also analyze the impact on admissions, which

help distinguish between different mechanisms.

the CERT data (Recovery Audit Program, 2013).
11The selection is based on claims types, including Part A IPPS, Part A excluding IPPS, Part B, and Part

B durable medical equipment, prosthetics, orthotics and supplies (DMEPOS). For each claim type, CMS
further divide the claims into approximately 100 service levels except for Part A excluding IPPS, which
contains fewer than 20 strata due to the difficulty in service level stratification.

12See CERT Program (2020) for more detail on the definition of each error type.
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3.1 A General Model

We develop the model by adapting the theoretical insights about physician behavior from

McGuire and Pauly (1991) and Gruber and Owings (1996) to a hospital decision-making

context. In our model hospital decision makers do not simply seek to maximize profits, but

rather a utility function that depends positively on consumption and compliance with the

billing and coding protocols. The level of non-compliance in admission and coding practices

is defined as the extent of deviation from the appropriate levels. 13

For a given base DRG, we let s index the severity of the patient’s condition. s follows

a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. Also, we let sa denote the level of severity above

which a patient should be admitted following the protocol, and su denote the condition

severity above which a patient should be coded into the top billing tier following the proper

coding guidelines. For each visit i, hospital decision-makers choose whether to admit the

patient: ai = 1 if they admit her and ai = 0 otherwise. Similarly, they decide whether to

top-code a rightly admitted patient: ui = 1 if yes and ui = 0 otherwise. Hospitals always

admit every patient with s ≥ sa and, among admitted patients, always code into the upper

tier those who, in addition, have s ≥ su. For the remaining cases, decisions must be made

on admission for those medically unnecessary cases (s < sa) and tier coding assignment for

those who are rightly admitted but should be coded into the lower tier (sa ≤ s < su). The

model is decentralized at the DRG level, effectively assuming that a different decision maker

with similar utility function is in charge of admissions and tier coding for each DRG.14

Hospitals get reimbursed for each admission belonging to a given base DRG by CMS with

a baseline amount B multiplied by the DRG weight. ωh and ω`, respectively, denote the

DRG weight for the bottom and top tier within a base DRG. For simplicity, we model base

DRGs with only two tiers, though our empirical work extends to base DRGs with three tiers.

Note that we examine coding behavior within a base DRG, although improper billing might

occur via substitution between base DRGs. Following the majority studies in the upcoding

literature, our theoretical model and empirical analysis focus on coding changes within a

base DRG (Dafny, 2005; Li, 2014; Cook and Averett, 2020; Gowrisankaran et al., 2022).

Decision-makers at the hospitals may decide to admit patients unnecessarily (inpatient

admissions not justified by medical necessity) or “upcode” properly admitted patients, that

13We abstract from other features of the hospital decision-making process, such as its non-Medicare
patient population, emergency room visits that do not results in an inpatient admission, differences between
for-profit and non-profits, etc. While this are important for hospitals operations, they are not central to the
focus of our paper. Our testable implications would be similar in these more general models that incorporate
these additional details.

14We abstract from a more complex modeling where a single decision maker would decide across all DRGs
within a hospital but the main insights we derive do carry over to that model.
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is, improperly classify patients into the upper tier when they should not, as they stand to

profit by doing so. They do however expose themselves to being audited and having to return

the extra reimbursement and suffer additional future costs. Thus, hospital decision-makers

must choose the extent to which they allow unnecessary admissions and inappropriately

top-code patients. In doing do they trade-off profit motives with the expected costs from

audits and the disutility from non-compliance. While hospitals are institutions consisting of

different individuals, each possibly having different incentives, we assume that executives,

clinicians and coders in charge of each DRG act as if they shared a common goal to maximize

the overall expected utility.15

Let s̃a denote the least severe patient that does not qualify for admission but gets

admitted, i.e., s̃a = min{si : si < sa; ai = 1}. Similarly, let s̃u denote the least se-

vere patient that is top-coded but does not meet the threshold for top-tier coding, i.e.,

s̃u = min{si : sa < si < su; ui = 1}. Note that implicit in the definition of s̃u is an assump-

tion we view as a reasonable approximation to the set of opportunities the hospital faces to

engage in improper practices. While mild cases can be unnecessarily admitted (s̃a ≤ s < sa),

they cannot also be upcoded. In other words, some cases are at the margin of being ad-

mitted unnecessarily and some cases are at the margin of being coded inappropriately into

the top tier, but no case can be both, unnecessarily admitted and upcoded. Similarly, we

assume that hospital decision-makers only consider marginal cases—those close to sa—for

unnecessary admission given that the cost of doing so is too high among the cases farther

away from the cutoff.

As mentioned above, assuming patient severity, s, at a given base DRG follows a uniform

distribution between [0, 1], Figure 1 displays graphically the key elements of the model. In

particular, it is easy to see, for each base DRG, we have 0 < s̃a < sa < s̃u < su < 1. The

dark-shaded area captures the extent of upcoding, whereas the light-shaded area captures

the extent of medically unnecessary admissions.

15This is equivalent to assuming that they have different goals but the executive could structure clinician
and coder incentives to align with his. Prior studies indicate that there could be incentive misalignments
between hospital administrators and clinical staff (Kuhn et al., 2015; Sacarny, 2018). We assume that they
share a common goal here for modelling purposes, and also given the increasing trend of hospitals integrating
with physician groups.
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Figure 1: Distribution of Potential Patients’ Condition for a Base DRG
Medically-Appropriate Thresholds (sa, su) vs. Threshold Choices (s̃a, s̃u)

The decision-maker in charge of hospital admission and coding practices then solves:

max
{s̃a, s̃u}

E [U(c,m)]

s.t. c =

∫ s̃u

s̃a

[
Bω` − c` − E[ζ`(s)]

]
ds+

∫ 1

s̃u

[
Bωh − ch − E[ζh(s)]

]
ds;

s̃a ∈ (0, sa); s̃u ∈ (sa, su);

m = s̃a + s̃u − sa;

E[ζ`(s)] = 1{s < sa} × φAUDIT × φa(sa − s)× ξa;

E[ζh(s)] = 1{s < su} × φAUDIT × φu(su − s)× ξu;

(1)

where m denotes the level of compliance; ch and cl denote the cost of treating the patient at

the corresponding tier the patient is assigned to. E[ζ`(s)] (E[ζh(s)]) denotes the expected

cost from inappropriate admissions (upcoding) if the hospital is found engaging in these

practices during an audit. φAUDIT refers to the probability of an admission being selected

for an audit, whether by the CERT program or other audit programs more generally. φa

and φu denote, respectively, the probabilities that, in the event of an audit, auditors detect

medically unnecessary admissions and upcoding. Moreover, we assume that the probability

of getting detected increases with the deviation from the appropriate level of coding, that

is, φa(·) (φu(·)) increases with |sa − s| (|su − s|). ξa and ξu denote, respectively, the costs

associated with an audit determination of improper payment due to a medically unnecessary

admission and upcoding.

Several points worth noting. First, our model incorporates both the cost and benefit to
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improper billing, with the former captured by E[ζ`(s)] and E[ζh(s)] including the possibility

of being detected in an audit and the associated costs, and with the latter captured by the

financial payoff, ω` and ωh. Second, the expected cost of either unnecessarily admitting

patients or upcoding them is an increasing function of the deviation from the appropriate

cutoff. Therefore, hospitals will always find it optimal to first improperly admit or upcode

the marginal patients, that is, those whose severity level is below the threshold but relatively

close to it. These cases are less egregious, and therefore stand a higher chance of passing an

auditor’s review, in the off chance that the case is selected for an audit.

3.2 Specialized Models

In the following, we discuss four specialized models each of which features a specific mecha-

nism from the general model we developed above. For each of them, we describe the specific

setup and derive the implications on admission and coding practices as the reimbursement

rate varies. We start with the two mechanisms that have been advanced in the literature

and then introduce the mechanism we propose as well as an alternative model that could

generate similar predictions.

3.2.1 Financial Incentive Mechanism

This specialized model is inspired by the seminal work by Dafny (2005), who studied hospital

coding behavior in response to a fee change in the IPPS in 1988. In this specialized model,

hospitals are profit-maximizing entities, without considering the disutility of non-compliance.

In other words, the utility for a hospital decision-maker, which does not involve the level

of compliance, depends on s̃a and s̃u only through their effects on profits and ultimately

consumption.16 We revise the model as follows:

max
{s̃a, s̃u}

E[U(c)]

s.t. c =

∫ sa

s̃a

(
π` − φAUDIT × φa(sa − s)× ξa

)
ds+

∫ su

s̃u

(
πh − π` − φAUDIT × φu(su − s)× ξu

)
ds

+ (su − sa)π` + (1− su)πh

(2)

where π` = Bω`− c` and πh = Bωh− ch denote the operating profits from coding a hospital

admission into a low or high billing tier not taking yet into account the possible financial

16For simplicity we are assuming this decision-maker is the owner in the sense that he or she consumes all
of the profit. But similar implications arise if he or she is only entitled to a fraction of the hospital profits.
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costs from a potential audit.

To condense notation let

f(x1, x2) =

∫ x2

x1

[
φAUDIT × φa(sa − s)× ξa × 1

x2 − x1
ds

]
g(y1, y2) =

∫ y2

y1

[
φAUDIT × φu(su − s)× ξu × 1

y2 − y1
ds

] (3)

where x1, x2 ∈ [0, sa] and y1, y2 ∈ [sa, su]. f(x1, x2) captures the average expected costs

of detection per inappropriately admitted patient whose severity level falls into the range

of [x1, x2]. Likewise, g(y1, y2) captures the average expected costs of detection per upcoded

patient whose severity level falls into the range of [y1, y2]. For instance, f(s̃a, sa) and g(s̃u, su)

measure the average expected costs from engaging in improper admissions and coding prac-

tices, respectively. Thus, the maximization problem becomes

max
s̃a, s̃u

E[U(c)]

s.t. c = ΠI + ΠP

ΠI = (sa − s̃a)
(
π` − f(s̃a, sa)

)
+ (su − s̃u)

(
πh − π` − g(s̃u, su)

)
ΠP = (su − sa)π` + (1− su)πh

where ΠP collects total profits from proper admission and billing practices and ΠI collects

total profits from improper ones. Prior studies have found that hospitals tend to upcode

more when the revenue from coding becomes higher (Silverman and Skinner, 2004; Dafny,

2005; Jürges and Köberlein, 2015). Thus, we consider an increase in ωh, which leads to an

increase in πh. Note that in practice ch may also change in the same direction as ωh. For

instance, an important reason for the adjustment of DRG weights arises from the change in

the treatment cost. Throughout the paper, we assume that ∆Bωh > ∆ch.17 We present the

first testable proposition as follows:18

Proposition 1 As ωh and thus πh gets higher, we expect no changes in total admissions

within the base DRG, i.e., ∂s̃a/∂πh = 0, and more admissions to the high-severity level, i.e.,

17That is we assume that the absolute change in a DRG weight times the baseline reimbursement B
is greater than the variations in the treatment cost. This assumption is not innocuous. For instance, the
increase in reimbursement rate might not be able to cover the rising treatment cost for some conditions.
However, we follow the related studies that focus on the effect of revenue on coding that rely on a similar
assumption.

18Additional technical assumptions that we maintain include: ∂f(s̃a,sa)
∂s̃a = f1 < 0, ∂f(s̃a,sa)

∂sa |ds̃a=0 = f2 > 0,
∂2f(s̃a,sa)

(∂s̃a)2 = f11 ≥ 0, ∂g(s̃u,su)
∂s̃u = g1 < 0, ∂g(s̃u,su)

∂su |ds̃u=0 = g2 > 0, and ∂2g(s̃u,su)
(∂s̃u)2 = g11 ≥ 0
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∂s̃u/∂πh < 0.

Proof. See Appendix I.

Note that an alternative mechanism that might have the same implication as Proposition

1 is that the increase in ωh (and hence πh) reduces the extent of “down-coding,” in which

case hospitals failed to elicit many high-severity diagnosis codes (that were supposed to be

appropriate) because the required documentation was costly and the incentives to do so were

not strong. As CMS started to refine the classification of patients based on severity of illness

and hence the reimbursements made for those patients, such as the payment reform in 2007,

hospitals are more incentivized to document patients’ conditions completely, so as to recover

more billable services than before (Gowrisankaran et al., 2022). We expect this mechanism

to generate the same prediction as Proposition 1 and consider it as part of the financial

incentive mechanism here.

With the evolving changes in healthcare delivery, such as the shift to outpatient care and

increasing availability of post-acute care facilities, inpatient admissions are on average more

severe, and subject to more acute conditions. In response to that, CMS have been constantly

revising DRG classification and payments, with the goal of better aligning reimbursements

with treatment costs and ensuring the accuracy of Medicare billing.19 Thus, an increased

severity of illness adjustment payment could usually come with stricter requirements in

coding and documentation, as can be seen in the 2007 DRG payment reform (Sacarny, 2018;

Gowrisankaran et al., 2022) and the recent proposal of revising CC/MCC list by CMS.20 In

the following, we consider the effect of a change in ωh with a simultaneous change in su to

capture the presence of increasing reimbursement for severe illness tied with stricter coding

requirements, that is, an increase in both the financial payoff from top tier billing and change

in the relevant threshold for what it takes in terms of severity to be classified into the top

tier. Specifically, we assume cov(ωh, su) > 0.21

19See https://www.cms.gov/icd10m/version37-fullcode-cms/fullcode cms/Design and develop

ment of the Diagnosis Related Group (DRGs).pdf.
20For the proposed change in the CC/MCC list, see https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/

2019/08/16/2019-16762/medicare-program-hospital-inpatient-prospective-payment-systems-fo

r-acute-care-hospitals-and-the.
21We use the increasing su as a proxy for the stricter requirements for documentation. The idea is that

a stricter documentation requirement in our model can be seen as a more stringent threshold for what
cases can be legitimately classified into the top tier. For instance, according to Sacarny (2018), the disease
code “congestive heart failure, unspecified” that was treated as high severity before the policy change was
recategorized into low severity after the reform, because patients with this (somewhat vague) code were not
found to result in greater treatment costs than average as patients with codes that gave more information
about the nature of the condition. The recent revision of the CC/MCC list shares a similar idea.
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Since two parameters, ωh and su, vary at the same time, we first derive how s̃u and s̃a

vary in response to the change in su and then discuss the combined effect from a simulta-

neous change in both ωh and su.22 As is shown in Appendix I, a higher ωh leads to more

top-tier coding but a simultaneous increase in su produces the opposite effect. The ultimate

effect depends on the force that dominates. Thus, we propose the second testable implication:

Proposition 2 If the effect from greater su, i.e., stricter coding requirements, dominates

the effect from ωh, we expect no changes in total admissions within the base DRG and fewer

admissions to the high-severity level.

Proof. See Appendix I.

Preposition 2 suggests that the predicted change in top bill coding might be in the

opposite direction to that in Proposition 1. Indeed, if the response to the increase in ωh is

smaller than the deterring effect from greater su, then the model implies that an increase in

ωh will lead to a decline in admissions into the top tier within a DRG. Prior studies have

shown empirical evidence consistent with this prediction for specific DRGs and at particular

points in time. For example, Sacarny (2018) found that hospitals only captured half of the

revenue in a code reclassification on heart failure, suggesting that hospitals may face large

barriers in meeting the documentation requirements. Gowrisankaran et al. (2022) found

relatively fewer top bill codes among DRGs that experienced greater increments in the DRG

weight of the high severity subclass, after the 2007 payment reform.

3.2.2 Compliance Utility Model

We extend the model in Section 3.2.1 by incorporating a preference for compliance into the

utility function. Moreover, let ma = s̃a and mu = s̃u − sa, where ma and mu denote the

level of compliance in admission and tier coding assignment, respectively. In Figure 1 the

white area to left of the light-shaded area captures compliance in admissions, ma. Note that

ma includes a) units of compliance driven strictly by profit maximization, where, given the

expected cost of an audit, complying is the choice that generates higher expected profit and

b) additional units of compliance that stem from a desire to further increase utility from

compliance even at the cost of forgone profits. The white area in between the two shaded

regions captures compliance in bill coding, mu. Again, compliance demand for mu includes

both profit-driven and compliance utility-driven units. Therefore, equilibrium compliance in

admissions and coding is higher in this model than it is in the model without compliance

22Appendix I provides more detail on the effect on s̃u and s̃a as su varies.
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utility. The maximization problem becomes

max
{ma,mu}

E[U(c, ma, mu)] (4)

subject to the budget constrain

c =

∫ sa

ma

(
π` − φAUDIT × φa(sa − s)× ξa

)
ds+

∫ su

mu+sa

(
πh − π` − φAUDIT × φu(su − s)× ξu

)
ds+ΠP

(5)

After some simple re-arrangements of the terms in the budget constraint we can rewrite

the model as follows:

max
{ma,mu}

E[U(c, ma, mu)]

s.t. c+ma
(
π` − f(0,ma)

)
+mu ×

(
πh − π` − g(sa,mu + sa)

)
= Π̃I + ΠP ,

Π̃I = sa ×
(
π` − f(0, sa)

)
+ (su − sa)×

(
πh − π` − g(sa, su)

)
,

ΠP = (su − sa)π` + (1− su)πh.

(6)

where Π̃I denotes the “full improper profits” associated with the maximum level of non-

compliance that’s in principle feasible: admitting everyone below sa and upcoding everyone

within [sa, su].23

The formulation in Equation (6) provides additional insight as it reflects “expenditures”

in the two types of compliance on the left hand side of the budget constraint. Further, each

of these compliance expenditures is factored into the corresponding quantities times the

average price per unit. Note that the average “price,” π`−f(0,ma), for a unit of compliance

in admission (i.e., a unit of ma) equals the profit π` that the hospital could have received

by admitting a patient that is not supposed to be admitted, minus f(0,ma), the average

unit expected cost from potential detection in audits associated with the (hypothetical)

inappropriate admission of patients in the range [0,ma]. Similarly, the “price,” πh − π` −
g(sa,mu + sa), per unit of compliance with the coding assignment protocols (i.e., a unit

of mu) is the forgone incremental profits from upcoding a patient (πh − π`) net of the

average expected cost associated with audit detection from hypothetical non-compliance in

the compliant coding range [sa,mu + sa], given by g(sa,mu + sa). The right-hand side of

23Π̃I does not necessarily represent the maximum expected profits because the expected profit from
admitting patients with s close to zero could be negative as they have high detection probabilities. Similarly
the payoff from upcoding patients with s close to sa could be negative as they too have high detection
probability in case of an audit.
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the budget constraint represents the sum of the proper profits ΠP and the improper profits

Π̃I the hospital would make if it admitted everyone and coded everyone into the top tier

net of the costs from the audits. Moreover, the average compliance “prices” associated with

ma and mu—the ones on the left-hand side of the budget constraint—are lower than the

ones associated with a maximum level of unnecessary admissions and upcoding—the ones

on the right-hand side. This is because compliance is always on the units that are more likely

to be detected and expected detection costs subtract from the compliance prices, making

compliance on units with high expected detection costs effectively cheaper. Therefore, the

units of compliance that the hospital decision maker chooses to “buy” are always cheaper

than the ones it chooses not to “buy.”

Having formulated the optimization problem in the model augmented with compliance

in the utility function, we now consider the effects of increases in the reimbursement for

top tier coding ωh which implies an increase in πh. On the one hand, it becomes more

“expensive” to follow coding guidelines and this leads to more inappropriate coding behavior

(substitution effect). But on the other hand, reimbursement rate becomes higher, and thus,

decision makers in hospitals can “afford” to engage in more legitimate coding and indulge

their preference for compliance (income effect). Ultimately, the effect of a higher ωh on the

consumption of mu or the level of upcoding (i.e., su − s̃u) depends on the interplay between

the income and substitution effects: If the substitution effect is smaller than the income

effect, hospitals will tend to be more compliant, (i.e., upcode less).

Note that variation in ωh might also affect the consumption of ma or the number of

inappropriate admissions (through a cross price effect), which also contains the income and

substitution effects. Similarly, if the income effects dominates, a higher ωh will result in

greater consumption of ma. However, if the income effect does not dominate, the prediction

of the cross price effect would be ambiguous. We summarize how ωh affects s̃a and s̃u in the

following proposition:

Proposition 3 With greater ωh, if the income effect dominates the substitution effect, we

expect fewer total admissions within the base DRG and fewer admissions to the high-severity

level.

Proof. See Appendix I.24

24Note that we illustrate Proposition 3 using a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) utility function
with two goods. It is a simplified version of our model, but we expect the implications hold in a more general
setup.
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3.2.3 Models with full compliance and technological changes

In the following, we consider a set of models where hospitals comply with all the admission

and coding protocols—i.e. they engage in no unnecessary admissions or inappropriate cod-

ing whatsoever—and the change in treatment technologies leads to simultaneous changes in

both the usage of hospital services and the reimbursement for these services. For instance,

the emergence of minimally invasive surgery is usually associated with less pain, fewer com-

plications, and shorter hospital stay.25 Patients who suffer from certain severe conditions

and used to be treated outside hospitals to avoid open surgeries may now receive these new

treatments, resulting in an increasing number of hospital stays. In the mean time, the reim-

bursement rates for the same conditions may drop as fewer resources are required to treat

these patients (Xu et al., 2015).

Since hospitals are fully compliant with the admission and coding guidelines, patients

who are qualified for admission—that is, whose severity levels go beyond sa—will be ad-

mitted and those meeting the top-tier threshold—that is, those with severity levels above

su—will be top coded. However, the technological changes might generate a negative corre-

lation between the number of patient admitted to these severe conditions (i.e., the top-tier

DRGs) and the reimbursement rates for treating patients with these diagnoses.26 The effect

on total admissions in a given DRG will follow the same direction as that on the top tier.

This leads to the last testable implication:

Proposition 4 In the presence of technological advancement and hospitals’ fully compli-

ant behavior, we expect more admissions within the base DRG and/or more patients coded

into the top tier as ωh drops.

To summarize, the various special cases have different testable implications in the number

of total admissions and top-coded patients. The following table shows the implications of

these 4 specialized mechanisms:

25See https://www.mayoclinic.org/tests-procedures/minimally-invasive-surgery/about/pac

-20384771.
26Proposition 4 only shows the directional changes due to technology advancement, but these models can

also capture the mechanism driven by the emergence of more extensive hospital treatments that result in
longer and more complicated hospital stays. We expect to observe the same negative correlation between
the resulting hospital admissions and reimbursement rates: Fewer patients may desire these treatments (and
thus, fewer admissions to the top-tier DRGs and the given base DRGs) and higher reimbursement weights
in the corresponding DRGs because of more resources involved to treat the patients.
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Model Admissions Top-tier coding

Financial-driven mech-
anism

No effect More

Financial-driven mech-
anism enhanced by
coding requirements

No effect Fewer if the effect from the
change in su dominates or
more otherwise

Compliance utility
model

Fewer if income effect dom-
inates

Fewer if income effect dom-
inates

Models with full com-
pliance & technological
changes

Fewer Fewer

Table 1: Testable Implications of ↑ ωh on Aggregate DRG-level Claims Count

4 Data

4.1 Aggregate Medicare Part A Claims

Our first dataset comes from the files for the IPPS final rules and correction notice published

by CMS in 2012-2019, which include wage indices, the list of DRGs, DRG weights, mean

length of stay, the number of discharges for each DRG, and IPPS operating and capital

statewide average cost-to-charge-ratios. We construct a base DRG by grouping together

DRGs sharing a common primary diagnosis/procedure. We use the aggregate counts of

discharges at the DRG level to construct the two dependent variables: total admissions

within a base DRG and the number of admissions to the top severity subclass. The key

variable of interest is the DRG weight, which approximately measures the revenue hospitals

receive from treating a patient that is assigned to the particular DRG.

Our analysis focuses on base DRGs with at least two severity subsclasses. On average,

there are 748 DRGs, about 682 of which belong to base DRGs with multiple tiers. Table 2

shows the summary statistics for these DRGs. Although the mean DRG weight is relatively

stable over time, the changes in weights between a pair of successive years—denoted by

∆wt—vary a lot across DRGs and years, creating important variation for our identification.

4.2 CERT Microdata

The second dataset we rely on is the Medicare CERT improper payment data in 2012-2019,

a random sample of Medicare Parts A and B claims that are reviewed by CERT auditors. In
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Year # DRGs DRG wt ∆wt Average discharges
per DRG

2012 679 2.04 – 14,419
(1.85) – (34,396)

2013 679 2.05 0.0067 14,457
(1.87) (0.12) (34,765)

2014 680 2.06 0.0075 13,847
(1.89) (0.13) (33,768)

2015 680 2.09 0.0101 13,481
(1.92) (0.10) (34,289)

2016 685 2.1 0.0086 12,861
(1.92) (0.13) (34,068)

2017 684 2.12 0.0145 13,039
(1.95) (0.12) (36,084)

2018 682 2.12 -0.00060 12,932
(1.87) (0.19) (36,867)

2019 694 2.12 0.0163 12,758
(1.87) (0.15) (38,666)

Note: Table reports the mean value, with the standard deviation in
parenthesis.

Table 2: Summary statistics for aggregate claims data

particular, we focus on Part A IPPS claims. For each claim, the data contains information on

provider type, type of bill, assigned DRG and procedure codes, and whether a determination

of improper payment was made due to one of the five error types specified by CMS. We focus

on upcoding-related errors, which occur if the claim is determined to have incurred in one

of the following four errors: (1) incorrect coding, (2) insufficient documentation, (3) no

documentation, and (4) others. The definition relies on these error types, as the occurrence

of any of them—such as inadequate justification for the reported code due to no or insufficient

documentation, assigning the incorrect codes, or other potential miscellaneous causes—could

all be associated with upcoding practices.

Table 3 reports the summary statistics based on the CERT data. Despite a relatively

small number of claims in the data compared with the entire Part A IPPS population, the

sampling strategy in CERT follows a stratification plan that enables a good representation

of the overall population. Claims with upcoding-related errors account for 7% – 9% of the

entire sample.
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Year # claims Upcoding (%)

2012 10,744 8.7
2013 12,519 9.3
2014 10,936 8.8
2015 12,577 5.4
2016 12,362 7.5
2017 11,166 7.5
2018 11,926 7.1
2019 11,768 8.7

Note: Table reports the mean value in terms of frequency. Column 3 re-
ports the proportion of audited claims that were flagged with upcoding-
related, improper payment errors.

Table 3: Summary statistics for CERT microdata

5 Empirical Analysis of Aggregate Medicare Part A

Claims

In this section, we examine the testable implications summarized in Table 1 using the ag-

gregate Medicare Part A claims data, to identify which mechanism seems most important

during our study period. We first describe our fixed effects specification and then discuss

the empirical results.

5.1 Empirical strategy

We estimate the following model, by exploiting the variation in reimbursements over time

within a base DRG:

Ydt = α + βhωhdt + β`ω`dt + λd + λt + µd · t+ εdt (7)

where Ydt denotes the outcome of interest, which could be total admissions within a base

DRG, d, or the number of admissions to the top severity subclass in this base DRG. In the

model notation from Section 3.1, total admissions at the base DRG level are captured by

1 − s̃a and admissions into the top tier DRG correspond to 1 − s̃u. In the models for both

of these dependent variables, we use as key regressor the DRG weight at the top severity

level, ωhdt. In the analysis for total admissions, we use the DRG weight at the bottom level

as empirical measure of ω`dt. In the analysis of admissions into the top tier we use the weight

at the next lower level as an empirical measure of ω`dt. In particular, we use the bottom

level among base DRGs with two tiers and the middle level among base DRGs with three
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tiers. The rationale for these choices is that the bottom-tier DRG weight is more relevant

to the admission decision, i.e., s̃a, whereas the DRG weight of the next lower severity level

reflects the incremental gain, and matters more in deciding whether to code a patient into

the true severity level or the next (higher) severity level. λd and λt, respectively, denote base

DRG and year fixed effects. µd · t captures base DRG-specific linear trends. Allowing for

differential trends by base DRG captures time-varying unobservables, such as the long-term

secular changes in patient population with a particular disease.27

Our regression analysis first explores how the number of admissions to the top bill code

varies in response to the change in revenues, captured by DRG weights. Our specification

differs from that in related studies (Dafny, 2005; Li, 2014; Gowrisankaran et al., 2022; Ganju

et al., 2021) in the following aspects. First, we include the DRG weights of both the top

and lower levels in the regression instead of using the spread—the difference in DRG weights

between the top and low levels. By doing so, we allow for a more flexible functional form

to capture the effect of revenue changes on coding intensity. Second, we use the (log of the)

number of admissions to the entire base DRG as dependent variable.

The key variables of interest are the DRG weights, the coefficients for which, β` and βh,

measure the marginal effects of the weights. Our identification relies on variation within a

base DRG across time. If upcoding is mainly driven by financial incentives as suggested in

the literature, we expect βh to be positive and/or β` to be negative, which is equivalent to a

positive effect of spread. In contrast, a negative βh and/or a positive β` might suggest other

mechanisms proposed in Section 3.2. While we mainly focus on coding intensity in response

to the changes in financial payoff, we also examine another outcome—total admissions within

a base DRG, which helps us distinguish across mechanisms. Our identifying assumption is

that the changes in DRG weights are exogenous to admission/coding decisions after con-

trolling for the various fixed effects and “base DRG”-specific trends. Below in Section 7 we

supplement our current analysis in a way that supports the validity of this assumption. We

weight our regressions by the mean number of discharges over time within a base DRG and

cluster standard errors at the same level.

5.2 Results

We present the estimated coefficients for the key variables of interest in Table 4. The first

coefficient column reports the estimates for βh and βl based on the entire sample. It suggests

that the greater the DRG weight for the top tier is, the fewer admissions there will be assigned

27For instance, low-cost patients could be moving out of the cardiac bypass DRGs because they are
receiving medical managements or stents in the outpatient setting, resulting in lowering patient volume for
these DRGs and increasing DRG weights.
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to that tier. Specifically, we expect an average reduction of 5.8% in the admissions to the top

tier, as the corresponding DRG weight increases by 0.2, approximately 10% of the average

DRG weights across all DRGs in multiple-tier base DRGs. The coefficient for the DRG

weight at the next low level DRG is positive but not significant. This is different from the

prediction in the financial-driven mechanism in Table 1, suggesting that while the financial

incentive to both, unnecessarily admit and upcode patients, is still present and prevents a

fully compliant behavior, other mechanisms could explain why we see fewer admissions into

a DRG when its reimbursement rate increases.

All High Low Medium Common Less common
weights weights weights DRGs DRGs

Top-tier DRG -0.2906∗∗ -0.1552∗∗ -2.0508∗ -0.1912∗∗∗ -0.6948∗ -0.1117∗

weight (0.1228) (0.0602) (1.1446) (0.0720) (0.3806) (0.0579)

Next lower-tier 0.0039 -0.0766∗ 6.0525∗∗ -0.1493 0.2047 -0.0218
DRG weight (0.1061) (0.0449) (2.7375) (0.2505) (0.4485) (0.0968)

N 2110 209 190 1711 526 1584
R2 0.998 0.998 0.993 0.999 0.997 0.979
MeanDepVar 8.155 8.088 8.618 8.112 10.118 7.504

Note: Analysis based on Medicare Part A Population data. Unit of observation is DRG/year.
Other regressors include DRG fixed effects, year fixed effects, and DRG-specific time trends. Each
observation is a DRG-year combination. Regression weighted by total number of discharges per
base DRG. Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at base DRGs.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 4: Effect of DRG weights on Log(Admissions) to the top tier within a base DRG

The rest of the columns in Table 4 report results that explore heterogeneity across two

dimensions. We first decompose the sample into DRGs with high weights (the DRGs with

the top 10% highest weights), DRGs with low weights (the bottom 10%), and the remaining

DRGs (those with weights within the 10% to 90% range). The general finding holds: fewer

admissions will be assigned to the top tier when the corresponding weight becomes higher.

Interestingly, among the bottom 10% DRGs, the prediction is the same when the weight

of the lower level DRG rises, suggesting that a greater spread—that could arise from the

increase in DRG weight from the top level and/or the reduction from the lower level—results

in fewer top bill codes. The last two columns show the results separately for common DRGs

(the top 30% in terms of the average number of discharges across years) and the less common

ones (the remaining DRGs), and the main results hold.28

28Note that the number of observations among common DRGs is smaller because the unit of observation
is a unique DRG and year cell. The analysis is based on a group of DRGs ranked top 30% in terms of average
discharges.
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To sum up, the negative effect of top-tier DRG weights on admissions into the top tier

suggests that mechanisms other than financial incentives alone might underlie the coding

behavior during our sample period. As our model proposed, this could be related to a tied

increase in coding requirements, the dominating income effect in the demand for compliance

among hospital decision-makers that care about some “internal conscience,” or the techno-

logical advancement absence of hospital financial incentive. In the following, we explore these

other mechanisms by examining the effect of financial incentives on a different outcome.

All High Low Medium Common Less common
weights weights weights DRGs DRGs

Top-tier DRG -0.117∗ -0.141 0.073 -0.080 -0.267∗∗ -0.034
weight (0.069) (0.100) (0.553) (0.070) (0.106) (0.072)

Bottom-tier -0.170 -0.132 2.656 -0.324 -0.200 -0.174
DRG weight (0.127) (0.133) (1.633) (0.292) (0.138) (0.163)

N 2110 209 190 1711 526 1584
R2 0.998 0.996 0.996 0.999 0.998 0.989
MeanDepVar 9.292 9.031 9.607 9.288 11.157 8.672

Note: Analysis based on Medicare Part A Population data. Other regressors include base DRG
fixed effects, year fixed effects, and linear time trends by base DRGs. Each observation is a
combination of a base DRG and year. Regression weighted by total number of discharges per
base DRG. Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at base DRGs.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 5: Effect of DRG weights on Log(Total Admissions) in a base DRG

Table 5 reports the estimated effect of DRG weights on total admissions in a similar

format to Table 4. The analysis based on the entire sample shows a negative effect of the

top-tier DRG weight on the total admissions, yet with less significance and magnitude. The

coefficients for the weight of the top bill code turn insignificant when we break down the

sample by DRG weight magnitude group, but it is still large and significantly negative in the

subsample of common DRGs, suggesting that most of the effect might be driven by this group.

The finding here suggests that an increase in financial incentives that is tied with increased

stringency in coding requirements cannot be the only explanation behind hospitals’ admission

and coding practices. This leaves us with the model of financial incentives augmented with

compliance utility and the model with full compliance and technological changes. To sort out

across models where financial incentives do and do not matter, one possibility at this stage to

look for an instrumental variable that would generate exogenous variation in reimbursements

within a DRG over time. An alternative to which we now turn is to explore the different

implications these models have in a random sample of audits.
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6 Testable Implications in a Random Sample of Audits

To separate the financial incentives model augmented with compliance utility from the mod-

els of technological change where financial incentives do not play a role, we rely on their

different implications in a random sample of cases that were audited by the CERT program.

Specifically, we focus on the different predictions these two models have on top code billing.

In short, hospital decision makers who are concerned about the disutility of noncompliance

should vary the extent of inappropriate coding in response to the change in DRG weights and

this should, in turn, be reflected in the sample of audits. Models where financial incentives

do not matter and that emphasize technological advancements, on the other hand, will not

generate the same implication.

All individuals whose severity level s is such that s > s̃a are admitted to hospitals and

constitute the universe of admissions. The CERT program takes a random sample from

this universe and examines whether each case is subject to improper billing after auditors

evaluate all the relevant information. The extent to which hospitals upcode cases can be

represented by |s̃u − su|. Since su is simply another parameter and we only consider the

change in financial incentives here, i.e., cov(su, ωh) = 0, the compliance utility model with

a dominant income effect implies that we should expect to see fewer claims flagged with

upcoding-related errors in the CERT data when reimbursements increase within a DRG.

In the mechanism driven by technological changes, hospitals top-code all qualified patients

even without profit-driven motivation. One should not expect any changes in the incidence

of upcoding-related errors as the top-tier DRG weight varies. Note that the CERT audit

data may not detect all upcoding but simply reflects the level of upcoding that was detected.

This is captured in our model by the fact that φu < 1 in the range of s where the hospital

may upcode, (sa, su). And while by looking at audit records we are one step removed from

the details of the medical record, given that it is a random sample of the population claims,

it could still inform the directional changes in coding intensity as the financial payoff varies.

The following table summarizes the testable implications in CERT for the both models:

Model Upcoding-related errors

Compliance utility model Fewer if income effect dominates

Models with full compliance
& technological changes

No effect

Table 6: Summary of Testable Implications of ↑ ωh in Audits Data
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7 Empirical Analysis of Audit Microdata

To test the additional implications available in a sample of audits, we estimate a similar

specification as in Equation (7) but now using the CERT microdata and using as dependent

variable a binary indicator which equals one when an audited claim is flagged with upcoding-

related errors. In essence the model is a linear probability model for upcoding. The model

can be used to estimate how the probability that a randomly selected claim gets flagged with

an “upcoding” determination depends on the DRG weight.

The advantage of using the CERT data—a random sample of audits—is that it allows us

to distinguish between the “compliance utility” and “technology endogeneity” hypotheses.

As discussed above, these hypotheses have different implications with respect to how the

upcoding rates in audits should change with reimbursement weights. A threat to identifica-

tion would occur, if, for instance, the selection of claims for review is a function of certain

technology changes that might also affect the setting of reimbursement rates. However, we

believe the likelihood is small given that the CERT program has been adopting a random

sampling strategy since the early 2000s.

We identify the effect of financial incentives based on the changes in the top-tier DRG

weights and the changing incidence of audited claims with upcoding flags for this DRG.

Thus, we use the DRG fixed effects specification, and identification comes from within-DRG

variation in reimbursements over time. The unit of observation is a claim-year observation.

To account for stratification, we weight each observation with the relative frequency with

which claims from a given DRG in the CERT sample compare with the aggregate claims

data.

All High Low Medium Common Less common
weights weights weights DRGs DRGs

Top-tier DRG -0.1235∗∗ -0.1736∗ -0.3610∗∗ -0.0433 -0.2711∗∗ -0.0273
weight (0.0558) (0.0949) (0.1322) (0.0875) (0.1094) (0.0822)

Next lower-tier 0.0142 0.0953 0.6314 -0.1591 0.2333 -0.0289
DRG weight (0.0571) (0.0841) (0.4641) (0.1418) (0.2052) (0.0489)

N 25276 2779 3263 19234 18539 6737
R2 0.052 0.152 0.022 0.057 0.030 0.181
MeanDepVar 0.083 0.091 0.082 0.083 0.081 0.091

Note: Analysis based on CERT microdata. Other regressors include DRG fixed effects, year fixed
effects, and DRG-specific time trends. Each observation is a claim-year combination. Regression
weighted by the relative frequency per DRG per year. Standard errors in parentheses, clustered at base
DRGs.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 7: Effect of DRG weights on upcoding-related determinations
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Table 7 summarizes the results in a similar format to Table 4. The first column suggests

that relatively fewer upcoding-related errors are detected among DRGs with an increasing

weight. It is equivalent to a reduction of 2.47 percentage point in the incidence of these

errors as the corresponding weight increases by 0.2. When we break down the DRGs by

DRG weights, both of those standing above the 90 percentile and below the bottom 10

percentile experience fewer upcoding-related errors as the top-tier DRG weight gets higher.

Also, such a negative effect seems to mainly arise from the most common DRGs among all

admissions.

To summarize, the significantly negative effect of financial incentives on the occurrence of

upcoding-related errors from the audit data lends support to the compliance-utility model.

It is consistent with the mechanism where hospital decision-makers pay attention to and

care about financial incentives but show a preference for compliance in admission and billing

practices. This occurs when the income effect out-weights the substitution effect in their

decision-making. This desire for compliance only limits, but does not eliminate the role

financial incentives play in inducing upcoding.

8 Conclusion

We study to what extent inappropriate coding practices respond to increases in reimburse-

ment rates in recent years in the context of Medicare Part A inpatient hospital care. Our

paper features both theoretical and empirical contributions. On the theoretical side we

bring to bear models typically associated with individual physician behavior (e.g. Gru-

ber and Owings (1996)) adding to the complex forces driving billing decisions by hospital

decision-makers. To guide our empirical investigation and explore the possible underlying

mechanisms, we consider a general model characterizing hospitals’ decisions regarding the

admission of patients and their billing coding, incorporating both the financial incentives

and a preference for compliant behavior into hospital decision makers’ utility function. This

feature, while novel in the hospital upcoding literature, is now standard in the tax eva-

sion/tax compliance literature, where it is referred to as “tax morale” (e.g. Luttmer and

Singhal (2014)). Moreover, we develop several specialized models that feature particular

mechanisms from the general model which have been emphasized in the literature.

We test these specialized models by analyzing claim counts from Medicare at the base

DRG level using changes in reimbursement within DRGs over time as the key source of

identifying variation. We find a negative effect of the top-tier DRG weight on the number

of admissions into the top tier of those DRGs and on the overall number of admissions into

the base DRG. While the aggregate claims data allows us to distinguish across some models,
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it is in principle consistent with a model where hospital decision-makers are influenced by

financial incentives but show a preference for compliance and a set of models that emphasize

technological changes but lack the financial incentive.

To further test these two types of models, we rely on a novel empirical strategy based on

microdata from a random sample of audited claims. We find that fewer claims are flagged

with upcoding-related determinations as the top-tier DRG weight increases. It suggests that

a model where financial incentives drive improper admission and coding practices supple-

mented with a “utility from coding compliance” feature where demand for compliance is

dominated by a strong income effect might be consistent with our evidence from both aggre-

gate claims and the audit sample. Our findings support the use of a well-known mechanism

from physician behavior models in an important literature that seeks to explain how hospitals

engage in coding practices in response to changing financial incentives. This new mecha-

nism seems important to understand hospital behavior in recent years. Our finding also

imply that the decisions on admission and coding by hospitals could be quite sophisticated

and as a result, policymakers might consider imposing more comprehensive reward/penalty

mechanisms to encourage proper billing.
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Appendix I

Proof of Proposition 1

In this specialized model, the hospital decision-maker aims to

max
s̃a, s̃u

E[U(c)]

s.t. c = (sa − s̃a)
(
π` − f(s̃a, sa)

)
+ (su − s̃u)

(
πh − π` − g(s̃u, su)

)
+ (su − sa)π` + (1− su)πh

Consider an increase in ωh, which leads to an increase in πh. We are interested in how the

admission and coding decision varies as πh increases. In the following, we describe and prove

the first proposition.

Proposition 1 As ωh and thus πh gets higher, we expect no changes in total admissions

within the base DRG, i.e., ∂s̃a/∂πh = 0, and more admissions to the high-severity level, i.e.,

∂s̃u/∂πh < 0.

Proof. The first order conditions are

∂U

∂s̃a
= Uc

[
(sa − s̃a)(−f1) + (π` − f(s̃a, sa))(−1)

]
= 0;

∂U

∂s̃u
= Uc

[
(su − s̃u)(−g1) + (πh − π` − g(s̃u, su))(−1)

]
= 0

where f1 = ∂f(s̃a, sa)/∂s̃a and g1 = ∂g(s̃u, su)/∂s̃u. After simplification,

f − π` − f1(sa − s̃a) = 0;

g − πh + π` − g1(su − s̃u) = 0.
(8)

By assuming that ∆Bωh > ∆ch, we know that the net change leads to higher πh. Take

derivatives w.r.t. πh on both sides:

f1
∂s̃a

∂πh
− f11(sa − s̃a)

∂s̃a

∂πh
+ f1

∂s̃a

∂πh
= 0;

g1
∂s̃u

∂πh
− 1− g11(su − s̃u)

∂s̃u

∂πh
+ g1

∂s̃u

∂πh
= 0.

=⇒

∂s̃a

∂πh
[2f1 − f11(sa − s̃a)] = 0 → ∂s̃a

∂πh
= 0

∂s̃u

∂πh
[2g1 − g11(su − s̃u)] = 1 → ∂s̃u

∂πh
=

1

2g1 − g11(su − s̃u)
< 0
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As a result, the testable implications for a higher ωh are no change in admissions and more

top-tier coding in claims.

Proof of Proposition 2

Based on the same setup as the previous proposition, we consider the change in su. Take

derivatives w.r.t. su on both sides of Equations (8):

f1
∂s̃a

∂su
− f11(sa − s̃a)

∂s̃a

∂su
+ f1

∂s̃a

∂su
= 0;

g1
∂s̃u

∂su
+ g2 − g11(su − s̃u)

∂s̃u

∂su
− g12(su − s̃u)− g1 + g1

∂s̃u

∂su
= 0.

=⇒

∂s̃a

∂su
[2f1 − f11(sa − s̃a)] = 0 → ∂s̃a

∂su
= 0;

∂s̃u

∂su
[2g1 − g11(su − s̃u)] = g1 − g2 + g12(s

u − s̃u) → ∂s̃u

∂su
=
g1 − g2 + g12(s

u − s̃u)
2g1 − g11(su − s̃u)

> 0 if g12 ≤ 0.

For instance, g12 ≤ 0 if φu(·) is a constant or a polynomial function of (su − s̃u), with at

least one degree.

Since cov(ωh, su) > 0, a higher ωh leads to more top-tier coding/upcoding but a simultaneous

increase in suj produces an opposite effect. The ultimate effect depends on the force that

dominates.

Illustration of Proposition 3

Below we use a CES utility function for illustration with the following simplifications: (i)

Only two goods are included; and (ii) the price of compliance does not vary by the level

of compliance. Next, we go through the same exercise after relaxing (ii) by using a linear

function for the probability of getting caught, i.e., φa(sa−s) is linear in (sa−s) and φu(su−s)
is linear in (su − s).

Consider the following problem:

max
{ma,mu}

U(ma,mu) = (mρ
a +mρ

u)
1/ρ

s.t. pama + pumu = pa + pu − η,

where ma ∈ (0, 1), mu ∈ (0, 1), and η > 0.

In this model, hospitals decide on ma and mu, with pa and pu denoting the price for each of
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them, respectively. Although the model does not include consumption in the utility function,

it is implicitly captured in η. Unlike in the original model where hospitals balance the trade-

off between consumption, compliance in admission decision, and compliance in top-coding,

we show the decision making on the two compliance levels by holding consumption constant

in this model.

Write down the Lagrangian: L = U(ma,mu)− λ(pama + pumu − pa − pu + η). The first

order conditions are

Ua − λ∗pa = 0

Uu − λ∗pu = 0

− pam∗a − pum∗u + pa + pu − η = 0.

Take the derivative w.r.t pu on the first-order conditions:Uaa Uau −pa
Uua Uuu −pu
−pa −pu 0

×

∂m∗

a

∂pu
∂m∗

u

∂pu
∂λ∗

∂pu

 =

 0

λ∗

m
∗
u − 1


Solving the system of equations above, the sign of ∂m∗u/∂pu depends on the sign of

−λ∗p2a − (1−m∗u)
pu
Uu

(UuUaa − UaUau),

and the sign of ∂m∗a/∂pu depends on

λ∗papu + (1−m∗u)
pu
Uu

(UuUau − UaUuu).

If the income effect of the change in pu dominates the substitution effect, then ∂m∗u/∂pu >

0, and thus, UuUaa − UaUau < 0, i.e., Ua/Uu decreases in ma. Since Ua/Uu = (mu/ma)
1−ρ,

Ua/Uu decreases in ma as long as ρ < 1. When ρ < 1, Ua/Uu increases in mu, i.e., UuUau −
UaUuu > 0 =⇒ ∂m∗a/∂pu > 0.

Now we relax the assumption in (ii), and assume that φa(sa− s) = γa(sa− s) + γa0

and φu(su − s) = γu(su − s) + γu0, where γa > 0 and γu > 0. Rewrite the average expected
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cost of receiving a negative audit determination (i.e., Equation (3)):

f(0,ma) =
φAUDITξa

ma

∫ ma

0

[
γa(sa − s) + γa0

]
ds =

φAUDITξa

ma
×
[
γasama − γa(ma)2

2
+ γa0ma

]
= φAUDITξaγa0 + φAUDITξaγasa − φAUDITξaγama

2
;

f(0, sa) =
φAUDITξa

sa

∫ sa

0

[
γa(sa − s) + γa0

]
ds =

φAUDITξa

sa
×
[
γa(sa)2 − γa(sa)2

2
+ γa0sa

]
= φAUDITξaγa0 + φAUDITξaγasa − φAUDITξaγasa

2
;

g(sa,mu + sa) =
φAUDITξu

mu

∫ mu+sa

sa

[
γu(su − s) + γu0

]
ds

=
φAUDITξu

mu
×
[
γusumu − γu((mu)2 + 2musa)

2
+ γu0mu

]
= φAUDITξuγu0 + φAUDITξuγusu − φAUDITξuγusa − φAUDITξuγumu

2
;

g(sa, su) =
φAUDITξu

su − sa

∫ su

sa

[
γu(su − s) + γu0

]
ds

=
φAUDITξu

su − sa
×
[
γusu(su − sa)− γu((su)2 − (sa)2)

2
+ γu0(su − sa)

]
= φAUDITξuγu0 + φAUDITξuγusu − φAUDITξuγusa − φAUDITξuγu(su − sa)

2
;

Notice that f(0,ma) > f(0, sa) and g(sa,mu + sa) > g(sa, su). Using the equations above to

replace all the f(·) and g(·), the budget constraint in Equation (??) becomes

c+ma

(
π` − φAUDITξaγa0 − φAUDITξaγasa +

φAUDITξaγama

2

)
+mu

(
πh − π` − φAUDITξuγu0 − φAUDITξuγusu + φAUDITξuγusa +

φAUDITξuγumu

2

)
= sa

(
π` − φAUDITξaγa0 − φAUDITξaγasa +

φAUDITξaγasa

2

)
+ (su − sa)

(
πh − π` − φAUDITξuγu0 − φAUDITξuγusu + φAUDITξuγusa +

φAUDITξuγu(su − sa)
2

)
+ Πp.

The price of compliance level in admission decision (tier coding assignment), i.e., ma (mu), is

a linear function of the consumption of ma (mu). Note that the marginal effect of consuming

ma (mu) on the price of ma (mu) is strictly positive, as φAUDITξaγa > 0 (φAUDITξuγu > 0).
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Let the average compliance prices have the following forms:

π` − φAUDITξaγa0 − φAUDITξaγasa +
φAUDITξaγama

2
= α0 + α1m

a;

πh − π` − φAUDITξuγu0 − φAUDITξuγusu + φAUDITξuγusa +
φAUDITξuγumu

2
= β0 + β1m

u.

An increase in ωh leads to higher β0.

Now let us illustrate how ωh affects compliance levels, using the CES utility function:

max
{ma,mu}

U(ma,mu) = (mρ
a +mρ

u)
1/ρ

s.t. (α0 + α1ma)ma + (β0 + β1mu)mu = (α0 + α1) + (β0 + β1)− η,

where ma ∈ (0, 1), mu ∈ (0, 1), α1 > 0, β1 > 0, and η > 0.

The Lagrangian becomes

L = U(ma,mu)− λ [(α0 + α1ma)ma + (β0 + β1mu)mu − (α0 + α1)− (β0 + β1) + η] .

The first order conditions are

Ua − λ∗(α0 + 2α1m
∗
a) = 0

Uu − λ∗(β0 + 2β1m
∗
u) = 0

− (α0 + α1m
∗
a)m

∗
a − (β0 + β1m

∗
u)m

∗
u + (α0 + α1) + (β0 + β1)− η = 0.

Take the derivative w.r.t β0 on the first-order conditions: Uaa − 2λ∗α1 Uau −(α0 + 2α1m
∗
a)

Uua Uuu − 2λ∗β1 −(β0 + 2β1m
∗
u)

−(α0 + 2α1m
∗
a) −(β0 + 2β1m

∗
a) 0

×

∂m∗

a

∂β0
∂m∗

u

∂β0
∂λ∗

∂β0

 =

 0

λ∗

m
∗
u − 1


Let

Ũaa = Uaa − 2λ∗α1;

Ũuu = Uuu − 2λ∗β1;

p̃a = α0 + 2α1m
∗
a;

p̃u = β0 + 2β1m
∗
u.

Notice that the effective price of ma (mu) becomes p̃a (p̃u), which is strictly greater than the
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original pa (pu). Thus, the system of equations has the following form: Ũaa Uau −p̃a
Uua Ũuu −p̃u
−p̃a −p̃u 0

×

∂m∗

a

∂β0
∂m∗

u

∂β0
∂λ∗

∂β0

 =

 0

λ∗

m
∗
u − 1


The sign of ∂m∗u/∂β0 depends on the sign of

−λ∗p̃2a − (1−m∗u)
p̃u
Uu

(UuUaa − UaUau − 2λ∗α1Uu),

and the sign of ∂m∗a/∂β0 depends on

λ∗p̃ap̃u + (1−m∗u)
p̃u
Uu

(UuUau − UaUuu + 2λ∗β1Ua).

As a result, we have the same implications as those in the previous exercise.
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